A diabetes pay-for-performance program and the competing causes of death among cancer survivors with type 2 diabetes in Taiwan.
To examine associations between a diabetes pay-for-performance (P4P) program in Taiwan and all-cause of mortality and competing causes of death in cancer survivors with type 2 diabetes. A longitudinal observational intervention and comparison group study design. Cancer survivors with type 2 diabetes who enrolled in the P4P program compared with survivors who did not participate (non-P4P) under the Taiwan National Health Insurance program. A nationwide diabetes P4P program. The main outcome was a comparison of all-cause, diabetes-related and cancer mortality in P4P and non-P4P patients during a 5-year follow-up period. Total person-years and mortality rates per 1000 person-years for causes of death were calculated. Multivariate Cox proportional hazard models and competing risk regression were used in the analysis. Overall, our results indicate that P4P cancer survivors had lower risk of all-cause mortality and diabetes-related mortality than non-P4P survivors. Specifically, the hazard ratio (95% confidence interval) was 0.581 (0.447-0.756) for all-cause mortality; SHRs were 0.451 (0.266-0.765) for diabetes-related mortality and 0.791 (0.558-1.121) for cancer mortality. Our empirical findings provide evidence of potential benefits of diabetes P4P programs in reducing risks of deaths due to diabetes or cardiovascular diseases among cancer survivors, compared with survivors who did not enroll in the P4P program. In consideration of recommended care for long-term survival, the diabetes P4P program can serve as a care model for cancer survivors for reducing mortality due to diabetes or cardiovascular diseases.